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Abstract
Aadhaar, the word for foundation in Hindi and several Indian languages is the
name of the world’s largest project for assigning a unique identification
number to all residents. The case study follows the project through its
conception, design and implementation while discussing its claimed benefits
for delivery of government subsidies and its implications for fundamental
rights, including the right to privacy that was read into the Indian Constitution
as a result of the legal challenge to the programme in India’s Supreme Court.
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Aadhaar: Digital ID for a billion People

Introduction
On 26 September 2018, a Constitution Bench of the Indian Supreme Court
while determining the constitutional validity of Aadhaar wrote,
“It is better to be unique than the best. Because, being the best makes you
the number one, but being unique makes you the only one.”
Justice Arjan Kumar Sikri, the author of the majority judgment went on to
highlight, “‘Unique makes you the only one’ is the central message of
Aadhaar, which is on the altar facing constitutional challenge in these
petitions” (Supreme Court of India 2018).
As per Article 6 of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights and Article 16
of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ‘everyone has the
right to recognition everywhere as a person before the law’. 1 2 Aadhaar, the
word for foundation in Hindi and several Indian languages is the name of the
world’s largest project for assigning a unique identification number to all
residents in India. As of August 2020, the Unique Identification Authority of
India (UIDAI) has provided 1,26 billion residents with a randomly generated
12-digit number that uniquely identifies them.3
The government claims that “weak identity limits the power of the country's
residents when it comes to claiming basic political and economic rights”. It
goes on to argue that weak identity “also makes it difficult for the government
to account for money and resource flows across a country” (UIDAI 2010).4

Social Welfare in India
In India, social welfare is not only a socio-economic imperative but is also a
constitutional mandate. The Directive Principles of State Policy, enshrined in
the Constitution of India, even though not enforceable by the Courts, are

1

See Article 6 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights at
https://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/
2
See the United Nations Sustainable Development Goal 16.9 that seeks to
provide a legal identity for all by 2030.
3
See
UIDAI
Dashboard
for
more
data
on
Aadhaar
at
https://uidai.gov.in/aadhaar_dashboard/
4
The extent of waste in Indian state’s expenditure was famously articulated in
1985, by the then Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, who at an election rally noted
that, “only 15 paisa out of every rupee meant for the welfare of the poor
actually reaches them”. See ‘Rajiv Gandhi’s popular 15 paise remark finds
mention in Supreme Court verdict’ at
https://indianexpress.com/article/india/rajiv-gandhis-popular-15paise-remarkfinds-mention-in-sc-verdict-4696740/
3
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considered “fundamental in the governance of the country”.5 These principles
direct the State to “promote with special care the educational and economic
interests of the weaker sections of the people…and shall protect them from
social injustice and all forms of exploitation”. 6 Provision of education,
healthcare, nutrition and decent work, within the limits of economic capacity
and development, are also matters of constitutional directives to the State. 7

Poverty in India
The latest poverty estimates in India are available from 2011-12. They show
that 21.9 per cent of the Indian population was below the poverty line set at
Rs. 816 per capita per month in rural areas and Rs. 1000 per capita per
month in urban areas (Joyita 2013). This translates to upwards of 200 million
people living below the poverty line. 8 Table 1 provides National Poverty
estimates between 1993 and 2012. As per the UN and its multimodal poverty
index, India lifted 271 million people out of poverty between 2006 and 2016
(The Hindu 2019).

5

See Article 37 of the Constitution of India at
https://www.mea.gov.in/Images/pdf1/Part4.pdf
6
See Article 46 of the Constitution of India at
https://www.mea.gov.in/Images/pdf1/Part4.pdf
7
See generally Articles 36 to 51 of the Constitution of India at
https://www.mea.gov.in/Images/pdf1/Part4.pdf
8
The calculation of poverty numbers in India is mired under controversy since
the last estimation in 2011-12. The methodology adopted for calculation of the
poverty line was disputed and another expert committee was appointed by the
committee to suggest an alternate methodology. This committee submitted its
report in 2014 and its poverty line formula has added 93.7 million more people
to India’s poor. However, the government has not accepted the committee’s
report so far. At the same time there are several estimates by academic
researchers and organizations like the World Bank that have relied on
household surveys to estimate poverty in India. Information from the World
Bank is available at https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/march-2020-globalpoverty-update-world-bank-new-poverty-estimates-2018. For information on
historical evolution of poverty estimation in India see
https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/poverty-estimation-india.
For recent efforts on poverty estimation led by the government’s Think Tank
NITI Aayog see
https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2018-12/presentation-for-regionalmeetings-NITI-AAYOG.pdf .
4
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Table 1: National poverty estimates (% below poverty line) (1993 - 2012).

Source: Press Note on Poverty Estimates, 2011 – 12, Planning Commission; Report of the Expert
Group to Review the Methodology for Estimation of Poverty (2009) Planning Commission; PRS.
State-wise data is also released by the NSSO. (Joyita 2013)

Social Sector Support
Given the high levels of poverty, social sector support is an important
component of the annual budget of the central government. In 2020-21, the
total expenditure on subsidies is estimated to be Rs 2,62,109 crores (PRS
Legislative Research 2020).9 This expenditure is distributed across subsidies
for food, fertilizers, cooking gas, kerosene and other subsidies that include
interest subsidies for various government schemes, subsidies for the price
support scheme for agricultural produce, and assistance to state agencies for
procurement of food grains. Table 2 presents subsidies as per the 2020-21
budget of the Central Government.10
Table 2: Subsidies in 2020-21 (in Rs crores). Source: (PRS Legislative Research 2020)

In 2012, Pranab Mukherjee, the then Finance Minister of India, while speaking
on leakages in delivery of government subsidies at the Peter G Peterson
Institute for International Economics, a Washington-based think tank, outlined
that his “strategy would be two-pronged, first to prevent the leakage of
9

Note on the Indian number system: 1 crore = 107 or 10 million, 100 crores =
1 billion, 1 lakh = 105, 10 lakh = 1 million. Throughout the case study all
Rupee (Rs) figures are mentioned using the Indian number system.
10
For a detailed analysis of the 2020-21 budget see Union Budget 2020-21
Analysis at https://www.prsindia.org/parliamenttrack/budgets/union-budget2020-21-analysis
5
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subsidy by taking technological advantage by ensuring the subsidy reaches
the targeted beneficiary” (NDTV Profit 2012).
From the statement made in 1985 by the former Prime Minister to
Mukherjee’s assertion in 2012, leakages in delivery of government subsidies
pre-occupies all Indian governments.
Food and Public Distribution Programme
In 2020-21, The Ministry of The Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food and Public
Distribution that has two Departments: (i) Food and Public Distribution, and (ii)
Consumer Affairs was allocated 4 percent of the total annual budget of the
central government. Out of the Ministry’s total budget Food and Public
Distribution accounted for 98 per cent of the allocation at Rs. 1,22,235 crores.
Table 3 shows the budgetary allocations for the Public Distribution System
(PDS) from 2010-11 to 2020-21 (PRS Legislative Research 2020).
Table 3: Expenditure on food subsidy during the period 2010-11 to 2020-21 (in Rs crores).
Source: (PRS Legislative Research 2020).

Recognizing the widespread leakages and waste in this public food
distribution programme in 2014, the government appointed a High-Level
Committee on restructuring the Food Corporation of India (FCI), that among
other questions looked at leakages in the Public Food Distribution
programme.11
11

The FCI was set up in 1965 (under the Food Corporation Act, 1964) against
the backdrop of major shortage of grains, especially wheat, in the country.
Imports of wheat under the America aid programme PL- 480 were as high as
6
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In its report from 2015, the High-Level Committee notes that while the
objective of achieving food security in India may have been met but the FCI
“has not been able to deliver on its objectives very efficiently” (High-Level
Committee on Reorienting the Role and Restructuring of Food Corporation of
India 2015). Table 4 shows that the leakages in the PDS, defined as food
grains not reaching intended beneficiaries, were as high as 46.7 per cent in
2011, the latest year for which data is available.
Table 4: Leakages in PDS for wheat and rice (in lakh tonnes). Source: (PRS Legislative Research
2020)

6-7 MMT, when country's wheat production hovered around 10-12 MMT, and
country did not have enough foreign exchange to buy that much quantity of
wheat from global markets. Over the years, India has turned a corner from
facing food shortages in the 1960s to becoming a food surplus country post
2010s.
7
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PRS Legislative Research, a Delhi-based organization that tracks the
functioning of the Indian Parliament, while analyzing the Public Distribution
System in the 2020-21 budget points to three types of leakages in the Public
Distribution System. These include:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Pilferage or damage during transportation of food grains,
Diversion to non-beneficiaries at fair price shops through issue of
ghost cards, and
Exclusion of people entitled to food grains but who are not on the
beneficiary list.12

While pilferage and damage to grains during transportation requires other
measures, the government increasingly saw the potential to address the latter
two problems through targeted identification of beneficiaries.
In 2012, while addressing the same gathering in Washington on fixing
leakages in subsidies in India, when Mukherjee said, “I have already started
taking some measures in that direction" (NDTV Profit 2012). He was referring
to Aadhaar.
Therefore, Aadhaar finds its genesis in the government’s attempts to
efficiently deliver public services and subsidies to the poor, who often lack
identification documents, which becomes a barrier in accessing benefits and
subsidies.

Unique Identification Authority of India
Giving every Indian resident a unique identification
The concept of creating a unique identification for Indians goes back to 2006
when a project to create “Unique ID for Below Poverty Line (BPL) families”
was approved by the government. This project was to be implemented by the
National Informatics Centre (NIC), a government-agency that provides
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and e-Governance
support to the Central Government, State Governments and district
administrations since 1976 (UIDAI 2010).
In order to outline the processes for updating, modifying, adding and deleting
data fields from the core database to be created under “Unique ID for BPL
Families” project, a Process Committee was established in July 2006.
However, when the Process Committee presented its proposals to the

12

Exclusion errors occur when entitled beneficiaries do not get food grains. It
refers to the percentage of poor households that are entitled to but do not
have PDS cards. Exclusion errors had declined from 55% in 2004-05 to 41%
in 2011-12. Inclusion errors occur when those that are ineligible get undue
benefits. Inclusion errors increased from 29% in 2004-05 to 37% in 2011-12.
8
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Planning Commission13 for an in-principle approval of the Unique ID, it was
recognized that another government entity, the Registrar General of India
(RGI) was working on issuing Multi-purpose National Identity Cards to Indian
citizens and was creating a National Population Register.14
In order to avoid, duplication of efforts Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
constituted an Empowered Group of Ministers (EGoM), headed by Pranab
Mukherjee who at that time was the External Affairs Minister15, to evaluate the
synergies between the two schemes. In 2007, at its first meeting, the EGoM
recognized the need for creating a national level database of all residents.
Therefore, the scope of the project was expanded from just BPL families to
cover all residents. For the creation of the database, the EGoM noted that the
data could be collected from scratch or could be built on existing databases
like the voters list. Further, it recognized the need to create a separate
authority under the Planning Commission to lead the project. However, in
2008, in order to address several specific issues with respect to the creation
of the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), that required further
deliberations, it created a Committee of Secretaries to submit their
recommendations (UIDAI 2010).
This Committee of Secretaries recommended the government to:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.

Establish UIDAI as an executive authority that could be given statutory
backing at a later stage.
Limit the activities of UIDAI to the creation of the initial database from
the electoral roll data. However, UIDAI may be empowered to
undertake measures for standardization of data elements.
Allow UIDAI to determine the processes for creation of the database.
Anchor UIDAI in the Planning Commission for five years after which a
view would be taken as to where the UIDAI would be located within
Government.
Constitute UIDAI with a core team of 10 personnel at the central level
and direct the Planning Commission to prepare a detailed proposal
with the complete organizational structure and staffing requirements.
Approve the constitution of the State Unique ID Authorities
simultaneously with the Central UIDAI with a core team of 3 personnel.

13

The Planning Commission was an institution setup by the Government of
India in 1950 to formulate national five-year plans. The Prime Minister was the
Chairperson of the Planning Commission. Since 2015, NITI Aayog that
functions as the Government’s think-tank has replaced the Planning
Commission. The Prime Minister is the Chairperson of the NITI Aayog.
14
The National Population Register (NPR) is a Register of usual residents of
the country. It is being prepared at the local (Village/sub-Town), sub-District,
District, State and National level. For more details on the type of data to be
collected, process for data collection and project timeline see
https://censusindia.gov.in/2011-Common/IntroductionToNpr.html
15
Pranab Mukherjee later served as the 13th President of India between 2012
and 2017.
9
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Following the acceptance of the recommendations of the Committee of
Secretaries by the EGoM in 2008, UIDAI was constituted and notified in the
Gazette of India as an attached office under the aegis of the erstwhile
Planning Commission in January 2009.16

Building the Unique ID Team
A project of the scale of UID has not been attempted anywhere in the world. It
has no parallels in terms of its scale, technical challenges and governance in
a country as big as India. To address this challenge the government invited
technology entrepreneur Nandan Nilekani to be the first Chairperson of UIDAI.
Nilekani, the co-founder of the Indian Information Technology (IT) giant
Infosys understood technology inside out.
Born in Bengaluru, he received his Bachelor’s degree from the Indian Institute
of Technology (IIT), Bombay. Soon after graduating he started working at
Mumbai-based Patni Computer Systems, where he met N.R. Narayan Murthy
with whom and five others he co-founded Infosys as India was on the cusp of
the IT-revolution in the 1980s.
In the early, 1990s, the freeing up of the Indian economy from erstwhile
regulatory controls and permits systems, brought in opportunities for growth
and building what Nilekani describes as “a globally competitive technology
company out of India” (Daniel 2019). In 1992, Infosys set up India’s first
software campus in Bangalore and listed itself in the stock market in 1993.
Nilekani led the company as its CEO between 2002 and 2007 just before
joining Aadhaar in 2005.
The New York Times columnist, Thomas Freidman, credits Nilekani for
coming up with the title for his bestseller book on globalization, “The World is
Flat”, while on a visit to Infosys in 2005 (Friedman 2005). As India opened up
to the world economy, Nilekani understood the forces of globalization and
learnt to leverage them to sell India’s software services to the world.
In a recent interview, Nilekani cites the “thinker-doer” approach and “how his
experience in “thinking and executing roles in both public and private work
settings made him uniquely positioned to achieve UIDAI’s mandate” (Daniel
2019).17 His vision for using technology at a scale to solve problems in India is
captured in his two books, ‘Imagining India: The Idea of a Renewed Nation’
that was published in 2009 and ‘Rebooting India: Realizing a Billion
Aspirations’ that came out in 2015.
By the time Nilekani joined UIDAI, the concept for Aadhaar had already been
developed through a series of expert committees appointed by the
16

See detailed notification with the Role and Responsibilities of UIDAI at
https://uidai.gov.in/images/notification_28_jan_2009.pdf
17
Listen to the podcast with Nandan Nilekani on his journey from building
infosys to launching Aadhaar at https://yourstory.com/2019/08/accel-podcastnandan-nilekani-anand-daniel
10
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government over the past few years. He set the ball rolling by first selecting a
team composed of tech-savvy and experienced bureaucrats in Delhi and
technology experts to run UIDAI’s technology center in Bangalore, away from
the political pressures of Delhi.
An important pillar of this founding team was the authority’s first DirectorGeneral Ram Sevak Sharma, an award winning senior bureaucrat of the
Indian Administrative Services, with degrees in computer science and
mathematics (The Economic Times 2015).18 He is credited to have made
Aadhaar a reality in a record time of four years. He currently serves as the
Chairman of India’s Telecom Regulator and is at the forefront of technology
policy debates.

The Aadhaar Model
Enrollment Agencies
At its core, the Aadhaar architecture consists of the Central Identities Data
Repositories (CIDR). Interaction with this core repository allows performance
of core UID services that include – storage resident records, issue of unique
identification numbers, and verification, authentication and amendment to
resident data.
In order to enroll residents Aadhaar employs a layered enrolment structure,
which includes Registrars, Sub-Registrars and Enrolment agencies (UIDAI
2010).
The Registrars have the responsibility to ensure that clean and correct data is
fed into to the CIDR. Registrars aggregate enrolment data from sub-registrars
and enrolment agencies before sending it to the CIDR. UIDAI enters into
Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) with Registrars that mandates them
to use UIDAI determined standards for all data collection and sharing with the
CIDR. Registrars may be Central or State government agencies like a ministry
or private sector organization like banks.
Sub-registrars are departments or entities that report to a specific Registrar.
For example, the line departments of the state government such as the Rural
Development department could be sub-registrars to the state government
acting as a Registrar.
Enrolling Agency is the enrolment contact point of the resident with the UIDAI.
This is where resident’s data is collected and then shared with the subregistrar.

18

See profile of Ram Sewak Sharma at
https://www.iitk.ac.in/dora/index1.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=
479
11
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Enrollment Information
Aadhaar’s model of unique identification is based on collection of the following
demographic and biometric data.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name
Date of birth
Gender
Father's/Husband's/Guardian's name & UID number (option for adult
residents)
5. Mother's/Wife's/Guardian's name and UID number (optional for adult
residents)
6. Introducer's name and UID number (in case of lack of documents)
7. Address
8. All ten finger prints
9. Photograph and
10. Both iris scans
Table 5 provides details on what information is mandatory to share and what
is optional.
Table 5: Information collected during Aadhaar Enrollment. Source: (R. E. Abraham 2017)

Based on this information, every resident is allotted a randomly generated 12digit number. Since the Aadhaar number is linked to biometrics that is
different for any two people, the system is able to uniquely identify any
individual registered with it. The assigned number is valid for the entire life of
the person.
It may be noted that possessing Aadhaar does not lead to any entitlements, it
is simply a proof of identity that can be used to receive various welfare
benefits and government services based on the individual’s eligibility. Aadhaar
is also not a proof of citizenship in the way that a passport is.
12
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Enrolment Process
The enrollment process for Aadhaar is described in Figure 1. The
demographic and biometric data collected by the enrollment agency is shared
with the Registrar. The Registrar shares clean and correct information with
the Central Identities Data Repository (CIDR), where the process of biometric
de-duplication i.e. the verification of any fake IDs is done through matching of
the new registration request with the biometric data of already enrolled
individuals. If there are no matches with the previous data, a Unique
Identification Number is generated and transmitted to the individual in the
form of an Aadhaar card.

Figure 1: Aadhaar enrollment process. Source: (UIDAI 2010)

Aadhaar Data Accuracy
The accuracy of the biometric data collected during Aadhaar enrollment is
ensured through a process of biometric de-duplication that involves
eliminating duplicates by matching new enrollment data with the biometric
data of existing Aadhaar holders. After automatic biometric matching process
through three Aadhaar Biometric Identification Systems (ABIS), the identified
duplicates undergo a manual adjudication process before a final decision on
rejection of the application is taken (R. E. Abraham 2017).
In 2012, UIDAI released a performance report for the de-duplication process
that pegged the false acceptance rate for Aadhaar at 0.035 percent. This

13
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means that 99.97 percent of all duplicates submitted to Aadhaar are
accurately identified (UIDAI 2012). 19 The False Positive Identification Rate
(FPIR) was 0.057 percent when the population size was 84 million and
sample size was 4 million. Therefore, 2309 legitimate residents out of a
sample size of 4 million were falsely rejected by the biometric system. These
cases undergo manual verification. The study further notes that given the low
rate of duplicates submission at 0.5 percent of all enrollments and the low
false acceptance rate, the overall Aadhaar database would have a very small
number of duplicates. UIDAI claims that the false acceptance rate remains
steady even as the dataset increases in size and within manageable limits to
scale up the Aadhaar enrollment system. Figure 2 presents the de-duplication
process flow.

Figure 2: Aadhaar data de-duplication process. Source: (UIDAI 2012)

Other measures for data accuracy include standardization of enrolment
devices, data formats, software, quality feedback to enrolment agencies and
verification of demographic data through other proofs of identity at the time of
enrolment.
Aadhaar Authentication Process
Aadhaar system allows a yes/no authentication feature where the Aadhaar
number and other attributes like biometrics are submitted to the CIDR for
verification. Based on the match with the database, a yes/no response is sent
to confirm if the person is who they are claiming to be. This authentication
service allows individuals with an Aadhaar number to prove their identity
digitally anytime and anywhere. Figure 3 shows the monthly authentication
trends using Aadhaar.

19

To compute False Negative Identification Rate (FNIR), 31,399 known
duplicates were used as probe against gallery of 8.4 crores (84M). The
biometric system correctly caught 31,388 duplicates (in other words, it did not
catch 11 duplicates).
14
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Figure 3: Aadhaar Authentication Trend. Source: UIDAI Portal

In addition, the Aadhaar number holder can authorize UIDAI to share their
demographic information with a requesting authority for an e-Know Your
Customer (e-KYC) service. KYC is a mandatory requirement for several
banking operations in India. The Aadhaar enabled system has brought down
the costs for banks and other financial institutions in performing due diligence
on the customer before offering their services (The Hindu BusinessLine 2016,
Manikandan 2019).
In order to ensure security, multi-factor authentication using Aadhaar number
and other information like biometrics and demographic data is possible.

Legal Status of Aadhaar
Timeline
The Aadhaar project was initiated with the establishment of the UIDAI through
an Executive Order in 2009. Subsequently, in 2010, the government
introduced the National Identification Authority of India Bill in the Parliament
(Parliament of India 2010). 20 The Lok Sabha 21 referred the bill to the
Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance for further examination. The
Committee, after examination of the Bill submitted its recommendations to the

20

The summary of the bill is at
https://www.prsindia.org/sites/default/files/bill_files/National_Identification_Aut
hority_Bill_Summary.pdf
21
The lower house of the Indian Parliament
15
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Parliament in 2011 (Standing Committee on Finance 2011).22 However, due
to lack of political consensus, the bill was not passed and the Aadhaar project
continued to operate without any statutory backing (R. E. Abraham 2017).23
In 2016, the new government led by the Bharatiya Janta Party that had
opposed the 2010 Bill, introduced the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery Of
Financial And Other Subsidies, Benefits And Services) Bill, 2016 as a Money
Bill in the Lok Sabha (Parliament of India 2016). 24 25 This controversial
classification of the bill was later part of the challenge to Aadhaar’s legitimacy
in India’s Supreme Court.
Former Finance Minister Arun Jaitley, while introducing the new Bill in
Parliament justified it as a Money bill by arguing that the focus of the bill was
“primarily on the usage of money belonging to Consolidated Fund of India
belonging to either the Centre or states" (PTI 2016). When criticized by the
opposition for introducing the bill as a Money bill even though both the 2010
bill, that was a regular bill, and 2016 bill concerned Aadhaar, he argued that
the new bill was "distinctly different" from the one tabled by the previous
government (PTI 2016).
Sitaram Yechury, a senior opposition politician and Member of the Rajya
Sabha, the upper house of the Indian Parliament, argued, “It is not a money
bill. The whole Rajya Sabha has taken that position. The position is that you
cannot decide on money bills according to your own whims and fancies. My
personal view is there is one clause in the Constitution, which stipulates that
in the case of a dispute over a money bill, the ruling of the Speaker is final
and binding. That clause is what is being misused today” (Bhatnagar 2016). 26

22

The summary of the report of the Standing Committee on Finance is at
https://www.prsindia.org/sites/default/files/bill_files/SCR_summary_UID_bill%
2C_2010.pdf.
23
See Page 31 of the State of Aadhaar Report 2016-17 for detailed timeline
of the legislative process.
24
For changing politics around Aadhaar See ‘Aadhaar flip-flop: When the BJP
called it a fraud scheme aimed at legalising illegal immigrants’ at
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/aadhaar-flip-flop-when-the-bjpcalled-it-a-fraud-scheme-aimed-at-legalising-illegal-immigrants/storytRxUVr8qTDbPHwInD7m3tN.html
25
The introduction of the bill as a money bill allowed the government to pass
the bill in the lower house of the Parliament, where it had a majority, without
being obliged to accept the amendments to the bill proposed by the Rajya
Sabha, the upper house of the Indian Parliament, where it lacked majority.
26
For discussions around Aadhaar being passed as a Money Bill and the
ensuing legal implications see ‘The passing of Aadhaar as a Money Bill and
its immunity from judicial review needs a thorough re-examination by the
Supreme Court’
https://www.firstpost.com/india/the-passing-of-aadhaar-as-a-money-bill-andits-immunity-from-judicial-review-needs-a-thorough-re-examination-by-thesupreme-court-4460247.html
16
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After functioning without a statutory backing for around seven years, the
Aadhaar Act was passed by the Parliament 2016. However, the process of
passing Aadhaar as a Money Bill was challenged in the Supreme Court along
with several other aspects of the law. 27

The Aadhaar Act
The objective of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery Of Financial And Other
Subsidies, Benefits And Services) Act, 2016 is “to provide for, as a good
governance, efficient, transparent, and targeted delivery of subsidies, benefits
and services…. to individuals residing in India through assigning of unique
identity numbers to such individuals” (Parliament of India 2016).
The law defines the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eligibility for receiving an Aadhaar number
Information to be collected for Aadhaar enrollment
Use of an Aadhaar number
Functions and composition of UIDAI
Processes and safeguards concerning Aadhaar-based authentication
of identity
Limits of information sharing and protection of biometric data of an
individual
Offences and penalties related to the violation of the provision of the
Act

PRS Legislative Research, in its brief on the Aadhaar bill underlines that
allowing private agencies to use Aadhaar contradicts the statement of objects
and reasons of the Act that justify it as a good governance and transparent
way to deliver government subsidies (Kala, Chaturvedi and Suhag 2016). 28
Sunil Abraham, the former Executive Director of Centre for Internet and
Society, a non-profit working on digital rights, has called Aadhaar a “mass
surveillance technology” and proposed several changes including a switch
from biometric based system to smart cards and prohibition of the use of
Aadhaar in any other database (Abraham, Sharma and Panda 2017).
Whereas Ram Sevak Sharma has defended Aadhaar’s privacy provisions by
arguing that “Aadhaar protects privacy by design” and “it uses the best

27

Journalist Meghnad S. breaks down the Aadhaar Act, 2016, subsequent
government steps and the politics around its passage through Parliament in
an easy to understand two-part series. See articles at
https://www.newslaundry.com/2016/09/27/the-aadhaar-act-why-you-shouldpanic and https://www.newslaundry.com/2017/05/02/aadhaar-act-its-a-webof-regulations-out-there. For a more nuanced discussion on the issues in the
2010 and 2016 Bills, see comparison by PRS Legislative Research at
https://www.prsindia.org/sites/default/files/bill_files/Comparison_of_2010_and
_2016_Aadhaar_Bills.pdf.
28
See Clauses 7 and 57 of the 2016 Act
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possible technology relating to data protection” (Abraham, Sharma and Panda
2017).
However, information privacy in relation to the provision of the Act that allows
access to personal information collected through Aadhaar to intelligence and
law enforcement agencies was flagged as having potential to facilitate
profiling of individuals. 29 A fact understood as such by Nandan Nilekani, who
explained that “world over every database is open for national security. In any
country, national security concerns provides for authorities to access any
system. The question is whether anyone will misuse it. The Aadhaar Bill has
enough safeguards, and its privacy constraints are stronger than the previous
Bill. It is a big leap forward in the quality of legislation India has seen” (Iyer
2016).
Vrinda Bhandari, a lawyer and Renuka Sane, a researcher at the Indian
Statistical Institute build upon nine privacy principles of Notice, Consent,
Collection and Purpose Limitations, Access and Correction, Disclosure,
Security, Openness, and Accountability to analyze the privacy-related aspects
of the Aadhaar Act. They argue, “The Aadhaar Act lacks any understanding or
articulation of the importance of privacy of personal data. Privacy
considerations in the Act appear to be a minor afterthought, especially when
juxtaposed with the needs of 'national security’, which is given prominence in
the Act” (Bhandari and Sane 2016).
In addition, discretionary powers under delegated legislation that allow
regulation to be framed by the government on the kind of demographic and
biometric information that can be collected 30 and time period for which
Aadhaar authentication records can be maintained “leaves the possibility of
future changes to these rules and regulations in ways that undermine
privacy”, as per Bhandari and Sane.31
While the Aadhaar Act states the transfer of government subsidies as the
objective of the programme, Nilekani has talked about Aadhaar not as an
identity but as a platform to leverage for building innovative products and
services. In an interview to McKinsey and Company in 2012, he said that
“what’s equally important is that we expect to see a lot more innovation
because of the platform’s open API. That’s the best way to do this: the
government builds the platform but makes it open so that individual creativity
and entrepreneurship can build more solutions. Ultimately, what we’d like to
accomplish in this role is to create a thriving application ecosystem around the
platform. Over the next few years, we’d like to see more apps developed by
both the public and private sectors…” (McKinsey and Company 2012).
Usha Ramanathan, a Human Rights activist and researcher, points out to the
“corporate ambition to exploit the business opportunities of this massive
population database” when she reported that “a private company is
29

See Clause 33(2) of the 2016 Act
See Clauses 2(g) & 2(k) of the 2016 Act
31
See Clauses 32(1) and 54(w) of the 2016 Act
30
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advertising that it can use Aadhaar to collate information about citizens at a
price” (Ramanathan 2016).
Another story by journalist Aria Thaker titled ‘The New Oil: Aadhaar’s mixing
of public risk and private profit’ explores the nexus between different software
industry foundations, think tanks and their role in the development of Aadhaar.
Thaker points out to the creation of ‘Coalition for Aadhaar’ as a “group of 50
companies consisting of fintech firms, lending companies, verification
agencies” that depend on the Aadhaar system (Thaker 2018).
Thaker mentions that to many individuals like Rachit Taneja, at the Mozilla
Foundation, the interest of the private sector in lobbying for Aadhaar is an
area of concern as “they can have access to some of users’ most intimate
details to create profiles of users in ways that they can’t see or even control.
That’s not a feature, it’s a bug. It’s something that users don’t have active
consent to. Users do not know how their information is being used, which
company has access to their information” (Thaker 2018).
Both Ramanathan and Thaker have flagged the practice of revolving doors
between the UIDAI and the private sector. For instance, Ramanathan notes
“several people working with the UIDAI in the initial years left to start ventures
that will find ways of leveraging the Aadhaar platform” (Ramanathan 2016).
Building on these instances of private sector involvement, Bhandari and Sane
point out that clause 57 of the Act which expands the scope of the coverage
of Aadhaar from that between the State and individuals to allow “body
corporate to use the Aadhaar number for their own purpose”, along with
absence of additional privacy protections to safeguard individual interests, the
Act “has reduced the overall privacy protections enjoyed by residents in India
- whether in their interactions with the State to access subsidies/benefits or in
their interactions with corporate entities” (Bhandari and Sane 2016).
In addition, as per the law, “Courts cannot take cognizance of any offence
punishable under the Act, unless a complaint is made by the UID authority”
(Parliament of India 2016). However since the UIDAI is obliged to ensure
security and confidentiality of information collected by Aadhaar, conflict of
interest arises in cases where UIDAI is responsible for security and
confidentiality breaches. 32
Researchers, opposition politicians and civil society organizations have
challenged several issues pertaining to the Act passed by the Parliament.
These issues range from data privacy and use of Aadhaar as a surveillance
tool to the constitutional validity of Aadhaar itself (Kala, Chaturvedi and Suhag
2016, Bhandari and Sane 2016).

32

See Clause 47(1) of the 2016 Act
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The Supreme Court Judgment on Aadhaar
In 2012, as the Aadhaar enrollment crossed over 200 million, retired Justice
KS Puttaswamy filed a petition challenging Aadhaar in the Supreme Court on
the grounds that making Aadhaar mandatory for availing public services and
benefits was a violation of his rights as a citizen. In the meantime, there were
several other petitions challenging Aadhaar at different courts in India.
Therefore, the Supreme Court, which was already seized of the matter,
decided to transfer all Aadhaar-related matters to itself and forbade other
Courts from passing orders concerning Aadhaar (Kharbanda 2014).
The Supreme Court then went on to explore questions concerning: 33 34
•

•

•
•
•
•

The Constitutional validity of different facets of Aadhaar that include the
operation of the programme between 2009 and 2016 without any
statutory backing, provisions of the Aadhaar Act, 2016 and the
associated regulations.
Directions to the government sought by petitioners concerning an
option to opt-out of Aadhaar if already enrolled, at the request of an
individual the deletion of any electronic records concerning
authentication based on Aadhaar stored by UIDAI; to allow the use of
any other alternate means of identification to avail government services
and benefits in case the individual does not have Aadhaar or does not
want to use it; and to make suitable declarations concerning physical
autonomy of a person over her own body qua the Indian State
Violation of the Fundamental Right to Privacy
Use of Aadhaar to create a surveillance state
Legality of the Act passed as a Money Bill in Parliament
Unreliability of biometrics and exclusion of beneficiaries among others.

In a series of orders between 2013 and 2017, granted as interim relief, the
Supreme Court ordered the government to not make Aadhaar mandatory for
availing benefits and services (The Quint 2017, Kharbanda 2014).
However, the question of Right to Privacy as a fundamental aspect of the
ongoing Aadhaar litigation was a complex matter. In 2015, the government,
based on past precedents set by the Court and the absence of explicit
guarantee on the right to privacy in the Indian Constitution, argued before the
Court that the Indian Constitution did not guarantee the right to privacy. In
order to address the question of privacy, the Supreme Court constituted a

33

See Page 87-98 of the Supreme Court’s Judgment on Aadhaar at
https://sflc.in/updates-aadhaar-final-hearing/aadhaar-judgement
34
For analysis of some of these questions in the judgment see “Take me as I
am – subject to Aadhaar-Based Biometric Authentication”: An Overview of the
Aadhaar Judgment” at https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2018/09/26/takeme-as-i-am-subject-to-aadhaar-based-biometric-authentication-an-overviewof-the-aadhaar-judgment/
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nine-judge bench to decide on whether or not the Indian Constitution grants a
fundamental right to privacy?
In the judgment delivered in 2017, the Court reasoned that privacy is an
incident of fundamental freedom or liberty guaranteed under Article 21, which
provides that “No person shall be deprived of his life or personal liberty except
according to procedure established by law” (The Wire 2017).35
Justice D.Y. Chandrachud in that judgment observes that “privacy is a
concomitant of the right of the individual to exercise control over his or her
personality. It finds an origin in the notion that there are certain rights, which
are natural to or inherent in a human being. Natural rights are inalienable
because they are inseparable from the human personality” (Supreme Court of
India 2018). 36
Justice R.F. Nariman, argues that the Right to Privacy covers at least the
following three aspects that include physical privacy, informational privacy and
the privacy of choice, “which protects an individual’s autonomy over
fundamental personal choices “ 37
By way of this judgment, the court established three tests for privacy or
‘standards of review’ that were later applied to evaluate the privacy challenge
to Aadhaar. First, for the state to legitimately curtail the right to privacy it must
meet the minimum threshold of it being ‘just, fair and reasonable’. Second, the
curtailment must align with the constitutional provisions under which the state
claims its right to curtail privacy. Third, that the measures undertaken by the
state follow the principle of ‘proportionality’ (Kamil 2018).
In 2018, a five-judge bench of the Supreme Court delivered its verdict on
Aadhaar and declared the programme and the Aadhaar Act, 2016 to be
constitutional. However, the Court struck down several clauses of the
Aadhaar Act. These include clause 57 of the Act that deals with the use of
Aadhaar for establishing identity by the private sector; clause 33 that allowed
the government to share Aadhaar information for reasons of national security
would require a judicial warrant to do so; clause 47 that did not allow courts to
take cognizance of the violations of the Aadhaar Act and the provisions
dealing with storage of authentication information have been brought down
from five years to six months (The Wire 2018).38 39
35

See https://globalfreedomofexpression.columbia.edu/cases/puttaswamy-vindia/
36
See Page 126, of the Supreme Court’s Judgment on Aadhaar at
https://sflc.in/updates-aadhaar-final-hearing/aadhaar-judgement
37
See Page 128, of the Supreme Court’s Judgment on Aadhaar at
https://sflc.in/updates-aadhaar-final-hearing/aadhaar-judgement
38
For a legal analysis of the majority judgment see ‘The Aadhaar Judgment
and the Constitution – I: Doctrinal Inconsistencies and a Constitutionalism
of Convenience’
at
https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2018/09/28/theaadhaar-judgment-and-the-constitution-i-doctrinal-inconsistencies-and-aconstitutionalism-of-convenience/
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Economist Reetika Khera, having worked extensively on exclusion of
beneficiaries due to Aadhaar-related issues expressed her disappointment in
the verdict of the Supreme Court. According to her in “striking down Section
57 of the Aadhaar Act the majority opinion provides little relief to the poor from
Aadhaar (under Section 7), in terms of accessing essential entitlements” (The
Wire 2018).

Implementation of Aadhaar in Welfare Programmes
JAM – Trinity
The 2014-15 Economic Survey of India, the annual policy statement
presented by the government along with the annual budget, introduced a new
jargon to India’s welfare programmes – Jan Dhan Yojana40 , Aadhaar and
Mobile Number or popularly christened as the JAM Trinity. In a chapter titled
“‘Wiping every tear from every eye’: the JAM Number Trinity Solution”, the
Economic Survey outlines solutions to plug leakages and enhance efficiency
of India’s welfare programmes by linking newly opened bank accounts for
millions of Indians under the Jan Dhan Yojana with their Aadhaar numbers for
direct transfer of subsidies to their bank accounts (Subramaniam 2015).
Further, it noted that the expanding mobile phone usage in India, allows
opportunities for mobile banking and direct payments to Aadhaar-linked
mobile accounts (Subramaniam, ‘Wiping every tear from every eye’: the JAM
Number Trinity Solution 2015).
Sounding an optimistic note on the power of Aadhaar to achieve financial
inclusion, Ram Sevak Sharma, in an interview to the International
Telecommunication Union in 2017 proclaimed that he saw “India being
transformed”. With the JAM Trinity in place, he noted, “you can open a bank
account using Aadhaar, and if you link your mobile number with Aadhaar,
mobile becomes another digital identity… So financial inclusion, identity
number and the mobile — all three are very powerful, empowering tools in the
hands of the people” (ITU News 2017).

39

Justice Chandrachud wrote a separate opinion dissenting with the majority
opinion. For an analysis of his opinion see ‘The Aadhaar Judgment: A Dissent
for the Ages’ at https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2018/09/27/the-aadhaarjudgment-a-dissent-for-the-ages/
40
"Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY)" under the National Mission for
Financial Inclusion was launched initially for a period of 4 years (in two
phases) on 28th August 2014. It envisages universal access to banking
facilities with at least one basic banking account for every household, financial
literacy, access to credit, insurance and pension.
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Savings (or not) from Aadhaar seeding in Welfare Schemes
The removal of duplicate beneficiaries in various government schemes
through a process called ‘Aadhaar seeding’ that links the Aadhaar number of
the beneficiaries to their details in the database of different schemes has been
hailed as a major success by the government in plugging leaks in India’s
welfare programmes. The Direct Benefits Transfer (DBT) programme that
enables direct transfer of government funds into the Aadhaar-linked bank
account of the beneficiary using the Aadhaar Payment Bridge System (APB)
is now used by 385 schemes from 52 ministries.41 Table 6 below presents
some of the savings achieved through Aadhaar-enabled processes in DBT.

How does Aadhaar seeding work?
The linking of an Aadhaar number with a bank account enables the
creation of an Aadhaar Payment Bridge that allows the transfer of
government subsidies directly to the beneficiaries bank account. The
example below by Anand Venkatanarayanan and Srikanth Lakshmanan
explains the process:
1. Suppose Ashok Kumar’s Aadhaar number is 1234-5678-1234*
2. His LPG ID is 3-000-1234-1234, which is then linked to his Aadhaar
number.
3. Ashok Kumar then gives his Aadhaar number to his bank, the State
Bank of India, which attaches it to his bank account number as an
identifier.
4. The State Bank of India then goes to the payment bridge and
records that Ashok Kumar’s account is linked to his specific
Aadhaar number.
5. When the LPG subsidy is paid, it’s paid to Ashok Kumar’s Aadhaar
number 1234-5678-1234.
6. The payment bridge then routes this payment to SBI bank, against
that specific Aadhaar number.
7. State Bank of India then credits Ashok Kumar’s account by
checking its customer database to find the account linked with his
specific Aadhaar number (1234-5678-1234).
The National Payments Corporation on India sets the guidelines for
Aadhaar enabled Payment Systems.
Source: https://thewire.in/banking/airtel-aadhaar-uidai

41

As of August 2020 based on information from the DBT portal of the
Government of India at https://dbtbharat.gov.in
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Table 6: Estimated Savings/Benefits from DBT and other governance reforms (Source: DBT
Portal: https://dbtbharat.gov.in/estimatedgain)

Ministry/Department

Scheme

Department of Rural MGNRE
Development
GA

Saving (as Remarks
of
December
2019) in Rs
crores)
24,162.09
Based on field studies
Ministry has estimated
10% savings on wages
on account of deletion of
duplicate,
fake/
nonexistent,
ineligible
beneficiaries.

Department of Rural NSAP
Development

518.04

Deletion of 5.55 lakh
duplicate,
fake/
nonexistent,
ineligible
beneficiaries
(including
some due to migration,
death etc.)

Ministry
Petroleum
Natural Gas

65,661.00

4.54 crores duplicate,
fake/
non-existent,
inactive LPG connections
eliminated. In addition
there are 1.66 crores
Non-subsidized
LPG
consumers,
including
1.03 crores 'Give It Up'
consumers.
Deletion of 2.98 crores
duplicate and fake/ nonexistent Ration Cards
(including some due to
migration, death etc.)
Deletion of 5.26 lakh
duplicate,
fake/
nonexistent beneficiaries.

of PAHAL
and

Department of Food PDS
and
Public
Distribution

66,896.87

Ministry of Minority SCHOLA
Affairs
RSHIP
SCHEME

159.15

While the government has often justified Aadhaar for its purported benefits in
targeted delivery of subsidies and reduction in leakages in these programmes,
researchers and civil society organizations have pointed out that
government’s claims do not add up and the programme suffers from several
flaws.
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For instance, a widely quoted figure on savings from Aadhaar, by the
government and in the news media, comes from the World Bank
Development Report of 2016 that claimed USD 11 billion in potential savings
every year if Aadhaar was linked to all welfare programs in India (World Bank
2016).
Reetika Khera, a Development Economist and the Author of ‘Dissent on
Aadhaar: Big Data meets Big Brother’, questioned the world bank claims on
the quantum of saving by pointing out the India’s total welfare spending at that
time was USD 11 billion and “the World Bank passed off total spending as
potential savings” (Drèze and Khera 2018).42
Concerning one of Aadhaar’s central claim of savings arising out of deletion of
duplicate welfare beneficiaries (see Table 6 above), Khera points out that as
per the government “cancellations were on account of duplication, ineligible,
fake/non-existent, inactive, ‘including some due to migration, death, etc.’”
(Mallapur 2019). She claims, “in a nutshell, the government has been passing
off all manner of deletions as Aadhaar-related. In an answer to Parliament
dated July 19, 2018, regarding NREGA job card deletions, they admit clearly
that the deletions had nothing to do with Aadhaar”. 43
Another widely discussed success story is that of the LPG-subsidy scheme
PAHAL. The Economic Survey of India of 2015-16 celebrates this success by
remarking that “the use of Aadhaar has made black-marketing harder, and
LPG leakages have reduced by about 24 per cent with limited exclusion of
genuine beneficiaries” (Subramaniam 2016). In other instances, the
government has claimed that the removal of “estimated 3.5 crores multiple or
ghost beneficiaries have been eliminated from the LPG rolls”, which resulted
in “savings of Rs. 14,672 crores” in 2014-15 alone (Panagariya 2016).
However, an audit by the Comptroller and Auditor General of India (CAG), an
independent statutory body, of the PAHAL–Direct Benefits Transfer for LPG
(DBTL) scheme questions the link between Aadhaar and the savings in the
LPG-subsidy scheme. The audit shows that “90% of decline in subsidies can
be accounted for by the fall of crude prices and only ₹1,763 crores out of the
total reduction of ₹23,316 crores was due to reduced off take of cylinders by
consumers” (Lahoti 2016). 44

42

See for details of exchange between researchers and the World Bank ‘The
Curious Case of the World Bank and Aadhaar Savings’ at
https://thewire.in/economy/the-curious-case-of-the-world-bank-and-aadhaarsavings
43
See Lok Sabha Unstarred Question No. 391 on Cancellation of
Beneficiaries under MGNREGS at
http://164.100.24.220/loksabhaquestions/annex/15/AU391.pdf
44
Audit Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General of India on the
PAHAL–Direct Benefits Transfer for LPG (DBTL) scheme at
https://cag.gov.in/sites/default/files/audit_report_files/Union_Commercial_Co
mpliance_Full_Report_25_2016_English.pdf
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Exclusion of Beneficiaries
Even as the debate on the savings achieved through Aadhaar in India’s
welfare programmes continues there are reports of Aadhaar-related hurdles in
accessing welfare benefits. In her article, ‘Aadhaar Failures: A Tragedy of
Errors’, Reetika Khera presents a typology of issues related to Aadhaar based
on evidence collected through case studies, media reports and primary and
secondary data from different welfare schemes (Khera 2019).
Several individuals with physical disabilities that do not allow biometric
collection have reported problems in getting an Aadhaar number, even though
a mechanism exists for generation of an Aadhaar number for those who
cannot provide biometric data. Further there are news reports from all over
India that show bogus and duplicate Aadhaar numbers beings generated.45
People are facing problems in linking their Aadhaar number to the welfare
schemes, for instance, pensioners have had to wait for over 13 months in
some cases to have their accounts linked and receive their pension. Some
have not been able to link their Aadhaar number with other welfare schemes
because they were not aware of the need to do so and missed the deadlines;
were unable to be physically present to ensure the linking; or had a mismatch
in their names between two databases (Khera 2019).
Authentication failures are rampant;
even by the government’s own
admission. As a result, people are denied their welfare benefits. This specially
hurts the old and vulnerable that are unable to take long trips to the
authentication centers to receive their monthly grains or other benefits linked
to Aadhaar authentication. 46 47 48
As a result of Aadhaar related problems accounts of beneficiaries under
welfare schemes have been cancelled or suspended, they have had their
pension payments or wage payments under the National Rural Employment
Guarantee Scheme delayed or rejected due to issues with e-KYC or linking of
Aadhaar with the bank accounts. In several cases, people have been denied
basic rights as admission to a school or to an hospital for childbirth because
45

See Database of Aadhaar Fakes & Fradulent Transaction (DAFFT) at
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RGBHeWSxebftjIJGku4Z8MsMvqS
wt934eFVNS1Tpl6Y/edit#gid=1555027670
46
Several videos have been compiled of authentication failures at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DXAY-K73VXU,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0Lh6K0s_1c
47
Tricks being applied by people to ensure Aadhaar authentication gets
through. See ‘To pass biometric identification, apply Vaseline or Boroplus on
fingers overnight’ at https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/To-passbiometric-identification-apply-Vaseline-or-Boroplus-on-fingersovernight/article12450793.ece
48
See a volunteer based initiative to document Aadhaar related failures on
Twitter at https://twitter.com/roadscholarz/status/1069616170616086534
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they could not meet Aadhaar related requirements (Pati 2018). Activists and
researchers have documented at least 42 hunger-related deaths arising out of
Aadhaar failures. 49
While exclusion of beneficiaries due to Aadhaar technology or implementation
failures is considered to have been resolved with override mechanisms built-in
the architecture of Aadhaar, the policy design and implementation seem to
suggest a different story, one that makes Khera point to Aadhaar as “pain
without gain” for millions. The major problem with Aadhaar, Khera points out
is that “it is ‘anecdote-based’ policy-making masquerading as ‘evidencebased’ policy-making” (Mallapur 2019). 50

Evaluation of Aadhaar design and implementation challenges
Recognizing the lack of availability of data on the performance of Aadhaar,
IDinsight, a development consultancy with funding from the Omidyar
Network’s Digital ID project, released the State of Aadhaar Report in 2017-18
that finds evidence on some of the implementation concerns related to
Aadhaar through representative surveys in three Indian States of Rajasthan,
West Bengal and Andhra Pradesh (R. E. Abraham 2018).

49

See link to database with news reports of starvation related deaths linked to
Aadhaar at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/3xyed78pmgyfyw0/Aadhaarrelated%20related%20deaths%20%28all%20states%2C%2020162018%2C%2026%20Jan%202019%29.docx?dl=0
50
As far back as 2011, the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Finance,
while examining the National Identification Authority of India Bill, 2010 had
noted that “unlike many other schemes/projects, no comprehensive feasibility
study, which ought to have been done before approving such an expensive
scheme, had been done involving all aspects of the Unique ID scheme
including cost-benefit analysis, comparative costs of Aadhaar number and
various forms of existing identity, financial implications and prevention of
identity theft, for example, using hologram enabled ration card to eliminate
fake and duplicate beneficiaries”. In 2012, a group of researchers led by Ila
Patnaik and Ajay Shah at the National Institute of Public Policy and Finance
(NIPFP), a delhi-based research institution, conducted a cost-benefit analysis
on UID. They concluded that Aadhaar’s Internal Rate of Return was around
50 per cent and it was “worth undertaking the expenditure on Aadhaar, if only
to plug leakages arising from ghost and duplicate beneficiaries”. However, the
authors acknowledge that in the absence of data on leakages in welfare
schemes, their analysis is based on a number of assumptions about the
schemes. Even as the study was widely reported as an endorsement of
Aadhaar in news media, a lively discussion on its merits ensued in the pages
of the Economic and Political Weekly (EPW). The links to the study and the
discussion in EPW are at
https://macrofinance.nipfp.org.in/releases/uid_cba.html
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The findings of the study include (R. E. Abraham 2018):
•

There are 1.5 times more self-reported errors in Aadhaar compared to
voter IDs. Demographic error-rate in Aadhaar is 8.8% vs. 5.7% for
voter ID.51

•

87 per cent rural residents approve mandatory linking of Aadhaar.
Approval for mandatory linking of Aadhaar to government services; for
private services, corresponding figure is 77 per cent.

•

17 per cent bank a/c holders used Aadhaar e-KYC to open a/c. 67%
used Aadhaar letter; rest used other IDs; data for most recently opened
bank account.52

•

2.2 per cent of food ration recipients in Rajasthan excluded monthly
due to Aadhaar-related factors. This extrapolates to ~1.2 million people
per month in Rajasthan; non-Aadhaar factors account for 6.5% (or ~3.7
million people) of food ration (PDS) recipients excluded per month.53

As a public policy and a scheme with widespread implications for welfare,
development, fundamental and technology governance, Aadhaar has
demonstrated the complexity of policy making and the role played by a large
number of stakeholder in governance. A close and continuous scrutiny of
Aadhaar is important because its technology, legal framework and
jurisprudence is being exported across the world by international
organizations and countries looking to implement digital ID programmes,
ensuring that ripples of India’s quest for a digital ID for its billion plus people
will now being felt across the world.

51

See Figure 4 in Annex
See Figure 5 in Annex
53
See Figure 6 in Annex
52
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Annex

Figure 4: Aadhaar Errors. Source: State of Aadhaar Report 2017-18
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Figure 5: Aadhaar and Financial Inclusion. Source: State of Aadhaar Report 2017-18
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Figure 6: Aadhaar Beneficiary Exclusion. Source: State of Aadhaar Report 2017-18
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